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Abstract
Simultaneous diagonalization of the estimated mixture correlation (instantaneous
case) and cross-power spectrum matrices (convolutive case) is a powerful and
commonly used method to perform Blind Source Separation. When the convolutive
case is addressed, if simultaneous diagonalization is applied independently to each
frequency bin then the estimated un-mixing filters may present scrambled taps, the so
called permutation problem. A solution to this problem is proposed by Parra and
Spence in [6] and enforces the un-mixing filters to have smooth frequency responses
during the estimation process. A general analysis of the simultaneous diagonalization
procedure on second order statistics as well as an evaluation of the already mentioned
permutation problem solution is presented in this work.
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0;. Introduction

Overview ofthe problem
This thesis deals with a very challenging problem that has received increasing
attention in the last years: Blind Source Separation. The objective of BSS is to recover
the original signals (sources) that have been mixed through a transmission channel
(mixing system) from the received mixtures, when no knowledge about any of both is
available. The term "blind" denotes this lack of information from the available
mixtures.

This problem has application in many real situations. Some of them are speech
applications, like speech enhancement (Le. video-conferencing or hearing aids),
speech recognition (i.e. automatic voice recognition applications) and cross-talk
removal in many communications fields, and in general, any other problem where the
nature of the environmental noise can be considered as additive undesired sources that
should be removed from the desired one. Other fields of application are EEG, sonar
and image processing. In this thesis, the blind source separation is studied only in the
acoustic field, where the nature of the treated sources (usually voice) and the
environment makes it not possible to use any kind of pattern help, and therefore the
blind source separation problem remains as general and complex as possible.

In such strictly blind separation problems, the algorithms built to recover the original
signals have therefore only the received mixtures to proceed with, as well as a unique
assumption on the sources: their statistical independence. This single hypothesis is
powerful enough to resolve the mixtures and estimate both the sources and the mixing
system up to some inherent ambiguities. After Yellin and Weinstein [1], it has been
proven that obtaining independent outputs is sufficient to achieve signal separation.

Many approaches to solve the BSS have been proposed and algorithms have been
developed reaching different degrees of success. Some of them are output
decorrelation (use of second order statistics), methods based on higher order statistics,
neural networks, and mutual information minimization algorithms. In this work, only
the first approach is focused on, which has achieved reasonably good results and still
preserve some simplicity in relation to others.

An important distinction can be introduced between instantaneous mixing systems,
and convolutive mixing systems. The last ones concern to memory channels where the
past samples of the original sources can contribute to the present samples of the
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mixtures, and hence the channel can be modeled as a filtering process. In the

instantaneous case, obtaining uncorrelated signals translates into diagonalizing their
correlation matrix. In the convolutive case, the mixing filters are treatable as an

instantaneous mixing system that varies across the frequency spectrum in the DFT

domain, and therefore the decorrelation goal can be translated in diagonalizing the

mixtures cross-power spectrum matrices.

Motivation and structure
The main motivation of the thesis is to study and evaluate the application of

simultaneous diagonalization techniques to reduce or zero the cross-power spectrum

densities among the mixtures, as well as the temporal constraint imposable to the un

mixing filters estimates proposed by Parra and Spence [2] which is shown to solve the
inherent permutation indeterminacy among frequency bins that the obtained channel

estimate presents when simultaneous diagonalization is used. In order to acquire a

better understanding of these techniques, they have been applied in a more favorable

synthetic simulation environment, where both the sources and the mixing system have
been ideally modeled.

The work is structured in two parts, the first one addressing the instantaneous case and
the second one dealing with the much more complex convolutive case.

In Part I, the formulation of the blind source separation of instantaneous mixtures

problem in terms of correlation matrices is stated and an analysis of its nature and

solvability conditions is performed. The common approach to obtain the original

sources by diagonalizing mixture correlation matrices via a gradient descent algorithm
is presented. To get a better grip on the performance of the algorithm, some

simulations have been programmed to test the algorithm using the proposed different
alternatives, as well as some experiments with real data.

In Part II, the convolutive case is addressed. Analogy to the instantaneous case is

pointed out, and the use of similar techniques has been justified. Special attention has

been paid on the frequency bin scrambling effect, and a description of the temporal

constraint proposed in [2] to solve it is given. A simulation environment has been

programmed to perform some experiments and test the algorithm.

Finally, a short summary and an annex containing a complete derivation of the

gradients used in the simultaneous diagonalization algorithms can be found.
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Part I.
Instantaneous Mixtures

Simultaneous diagonalization of correlation matrices

Based on the independency ofsource signals, blind source separation techniques aim
to obtain output signals as independent as possible under different criteria from the
observed mixtures. In this chapter we focus on a specific technique using only second

order statistics whose goal is to simultaneously diagonalize several cross-correlation
matrices ofthe mixture signals.

1.1. Problem statement

As known, blind source separation consists in recovering the source signals after a

mixing process up to permutation and scaling indeterminacies. The well-known

formulation of the problem in terms of signals, mixture and noise correlations will be

exposed. This approach will focus on determining the un-mixing system (backward

modeling), although a reference to a similar procedure to obtain the mixing channel

(forward modeling) will be given at the end. The reason to focus in the backward

model estimation is that estimating first the mixing channel requires afterwards a

channel inverse calculation. Although in the instantaneous case this is not a serious

deal, how to compute systematically stable inverses of the estimated mixing filters in

the convolutive case it is not trivial, and the advantage of a backward modeling will

be clear.

1.1.1 Formulation

The mixing model for Ns source signals and Nx sensors can be represented by

x(n) =As(n) +n(n)

where s(n), n(n) and x(n) contain the samples of source signals, sensor noise and

received sensor signals respectively, while A NyxNS is the mixing matrix. Neglecting

the presence of sensor noise, blind source separation is completely achieved by

(1)
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finding an un-mIxmg matrix WNsxNx capable of obtaining waveform-preserved

versions of the original inputs when applied on the mixed signals. That is:

sen) = WAs(n) = Gs(n)

G=WA=PD

where pNsxNs is a permutation matrix with only one non-zero element (unit valued) in
every row and every column, and DNsxNs is a diagonal matrix. Expression (3) shows

that neither the order of the sources nor their power are aimed to be obtained. Further
it will be explained that not only these parameters are insignificant but also are not
obtainable due to the blind nature ofthe problem.

It should be noticed that the un-mixing system W postulated in (2) to recover the
independent sources is the system that should be applied to the noise-free mixtures:

sen) =WAs(n) =w(x(n) -D(n))

Defining the correlation matrix for the source signals as Rs(n, r) = (s(n)s(n+ rf) we

can easily see that this matrix is diagonal for any value of n and r, we will denote it
as R, (n, r) = As (n, r). The expectation operator is described by (.). This is a direct

consequence of the independency hypothesis that leads to (s; (n)sj (n + r)) = 0 i *" j .

Moreover, R s (n, 0) = diag (0'1''''' O'i''''' 0'N) where 0'; is the power of the source

signal i at time n. Being our aim to decorrelate the outputs of the global system

formed by concatenation of W and A, (s; (n )Sj (n + r)) = 0 i *" j , the source estimates

correlation matrix defined as R s(n, r) = (s(n)s(n + rf) also has to be a diagonal

matrix for any n and r:

Rs(n, r) = (s(n)s(n+ rf) =((W(x(n) -D(n))( x(n + r) -D(n + r)t W
T

) =

W(Rx(n,r)-An(n,r))W T =As(n,r)

Therefore, we can state that the goal is to diagonalize the correlation matrix of the
source estimates. The equation above is the basic equation for un-mixing system
estimation in blind separation of instantaneously mixed sources when only second
order statistics techniques are used.

As it has been pointed out before, the goal is to design the un-mixing system W to
undo the noise-free mixing occasioned by A, despite seeking for an un-mixer
applicable to our noisy mixtures. The consequence is that the outputs yen) of the un-

mixing system W in a noisy environment take the following form:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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yen) =Wx(n) =W(As(n)+n(n)) =s(n)+ Wn(t)

Whose correlation matrix R/n, r) = (y(n)y(n + rf) can be expressed by:

These outputs are not uncorrelated in general. However, the resulting cross
correlations are only caused by the noise, and therefore is not really relevant as the
signal components remain uncorrelated.

It may seem not an advantage to design W using noise correlation estimates as in (5),
because outputs with correlated noise among the source estimates are finally obtained.
Instead, directly decorrelate the outputs and hence obtain independent signals could
be done. However, it is very advisable, because directly decorrelating the outputs
yen) as:

does not correspond to find a system inverse for A, that is, is not trying to perform a
diagonalization over the space spanned by the sources through the mixing process due
to the presence of noise. It can be seen by:

Therefore, it can be stated that decorrelation of the outputs yen) of the un-mixing

system W coincides with decorrelation of the outputs of global system WA only in
absence of noise and should be applied under negligible noise assumption.

1.1.2. Indeterminacies

The main characteristic of blind source separation is that both sources and channels
are unknown and need to be estimated from their observed interactions, resulting in
the impossibility (and loss of meaning) to obtain some parameters from the original
sources. These uncertainties are unknown scaling and source permutation.

Permutation
Taking into account that in the problem formulation (1) neither the sources sen) nor

the mixing system A are known, it can easily be seen that one can obtain different
models for the mixing channel by interchanging the rows of A and the order of the
sources in vector s(n). The immediate consequence of this fact is that it is possible to

(6)

(7)

(8)
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obtain not one but multiple estimates of the un-mixing system with same un-mixing
perfonnance, which will differ in the order of the recovered sources in vector y(n).

Scaling
Due to the nature of the blind source separation, where neither the source signals nor
the mixing model is known, the power of each observed mixture can be attributed to
the source signal powers or to the coefficients of the mixing model. This can be
shown by

where 3 j is the j-th column of the modeled mixing matrix A, and s/n) is the j-th

source.

Note that s/n) and 3 j j = 1···Ns are unknown, while x(n) is the observed mixture

signals vector. Then, given an observed mixture x(n) and an estimate for A, we can

always model a mixing matrix A', where 3 j' = :J j =1··· Ns' {kj } being a set of Ns
J

real numbers, that also accomplishes the sources statistical independence assumption.
Therefore, any blind source separation technique based only on statistical
independence of the sources will not be able to solve this scaling uncertainty. It is
important to remark that this uncertainty will only affect the estimate of the source
powers, and hence will preserve the source signal's wavefonn.

1.2. Channel estimation

In section 1.1 the fonnulation to proceed in the blind source separation problem under
second order statistics has been given. Attention has also been paid to the limitations
of blind source separation, the so-called indetenninacies.

In this section, considerations about the use of indetenninacies to constrain any
channel estimation are given. Afterwards, the commonly used approach to use a
gradient descent algorithm to obtain the un-mixing system W is presented and the
advantages of a data whitening step before perfonning the algorithm are also
commented. Finally, some remarks about how to proceed similarly to obtain an
estimate of A are described.
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1.2.1 Constraining the channel's estimation

The scaling indeterminacy has shown us that there is not a unique solution but a Ns 

dimensional space of valid solutions to the blind source separation problem. This fact
implies that some restrictions have to be imposed on the coefficients of A (forward
model) or W (backward model).

Forward model
We have seen that for any estimate of A, we can perform any scaling to any of the
columns of A, leading to another mixing matrix A' with same waveform mixing
performance. Therefore, it is meaningless to try to estimate the NsNx channel

coefficients as the column scaling indeterminacy allows us to impose Ns restrictions

to the model in such a way that:

.:. Each constraint concerns only the elements of a single column

.:. No more than one constraint imposed on each column

Common constraints imposed to the values of the mixing matrix A when trying to
estimate its values are:

.:. Ai; = 1 i = 1··· Ns' Au being the ith-row ith-column element of A

.:. Iia j II =1 j =1· .. Ns' aj being the jth column ofA.

Backward model
As explained above, it is not possible to estimate the power of the sources when only
their mixture signals are available. Therefore, any set of output signals {y;(n)} ,

i =1· .. Ns each one being a scaled version of a source signal will be a desirable

solution. Expressing then yi(n) =w;x(n) where w; is the i-th row of the un-mixing

matrix W:

y.(n) (wJ "-'-= -' x(n) ~ y;(n) =wix(n)
ki k;

Note that x(n) is known, and any scaled version of y; (n), i =1· .. Ns is a desirable

solution. Therefore, given an estimate for W, we can always model an un-mixing

matrix W', where wi = ( :,'J, {k,) being a set of Ns real numbers, that will preserve

the un-mixing performance. Similarly as discussed for the forward model, the
possibility of performing any scaling to any of the rows of Wallows us to impose a
maximum of Ns restrictions to the values of its coefficients in such a way that:
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.:. Each constraint only concerns the elements of a single row

.:. No more than one constraint imposed on each row

The most common constraints are:

.:. Wu = 1, i = 1· .. NS' Wii being the i-th row i-th column element ofW

.:. Ilw;ll=l, i=l···Ns ' Wi beingthei-throwofW.

1.2.2 Simultaneous diagonalization

As expressed in (5), we look for an un-mixing matrix W that diagonalizes the
correlation matrix of the estimated sources sen) for any value of n and r. We should

state that A,(n, r), An(n, r) and W are unknown and only estimations Rx(n, r) can

be obtained from the mixtures.

It is very interesting to state that no direct solution can be obtained from equation (5)

with a single estimate Rx(n, r) for a given n and r. First of all take into

consideration that Rx(n, r) IS a symmetric matrix and therefore

W(Rx(n,r)-An(n,r))W T is also symmetric (A.31). This means that from (5) we

. . Ns (Ns +1)
would be trymg to obtam NxNs + Ns + Nx unknowns from a set of ---'-------'-

2
equations and Ns constraints (due to the scaling indeterminacy). The number of

equations and constraints are not enough since always Nx 2 NS' given that the

number of sensors has to be equal or greater to the number of degrees of freedom.

Hence, we will need not one but K different estimations of the mixture correlation
matrices and then try to find the desired parameters that fulfill the consequent K
equations from (5) for the selected vales of nand r. Note that, while different
A,(n, r) and An(n, r) estimates are needed for every n and r, W remains the same

for all equations, this is why this procedure is usually called simultaneous
diagonalization. Notice that we need now to estimate NxNs + K (Ns + Nx)

N (N +1)
unknowns from K s s equations and Ns constraints. As the number of

2
equations and constraints has to be equal or greater than the number of unknowns, we
can extract the following consequences:



Case 1: noise considered

NS,min =4

> r_2,,-:-(N_x_-----'-1)_Ns-lK_ 2
N s -Ns -2Nx

Case 2: noise neglected

9

Observations
Case 1:

.:. Not solvable unless the number of sources is greater than 4

.:. If Ns ~ 4, and the square case is considered, the evolution of Kmin with Nsis:

Kmin w.r.t Ns

Case 2:

.:. Solvable for any number of sources

.:. In the square case Kmin =2 for any number of sources

A short analysis of the solvability of the simultaneous diagonalization procedure for
the forward model can be found in [6].

1.2.3. Gradient descent approach

We have determined that a procedure that allows us to obtain the desired parameters

using several estimates Rx(n, r) via (5) has to be applied.
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The general approach is to perform the estimation by defining an error function
measuring the error in the equation defined in (5) for all estimates and performing a

gradient descent algorithm to minimize it. Parra and Spence propose this approach in

[6].

First of all we have to estimate from the observed mixtures a set of K correlation

matrices {Rx(k)}, k=l···K. Note that we need the problem to be over-determined

or at least exactly determined, having at least as many equations and constraints as
unknowns. Therefore, we should always select K ~ Kmin • Note that we only can have

estimations for the mixture correlation matrices, therefore, selecting a larger K will

also help in general to increase the accuracy of the estimation.

The error in equation (5) for estimation k can be expressed with the following error
function:

and the global cost function to minimize can be expressed by:

(9)

K

J =IIIE(k)112

k=!

(10)

To perform the gradient descent algorithm we need to compute the gradients of the
cost function with respect to the desired unknowns W, AsCk) and An(k). These are:

BJ = 4IE(k)W(RxCk ) - An(k))
BW k=!

BJ = -2diag(E(k))
BAs(k)

BJ = -2dia (WTE(k)W)
BAn(k) g

(11)

(12)

(13)

For more details, a complete derivation for these gradients can be found in section
A.I.

It is now possible to find the optimum values for the desired parameters with a

gradient descent algorithm. However, not the three parameters need to be obtained
with the descent update rule. At every step, the optimum value for As(k) can be

found by setting the correspondent gradient to O. This leads to the following updating
rule at every step:



Wi +1=Wi -f.1w 8J I
8W i

8J
A (k). 1 = A (k). - f.1 --I

n I+ n I n8An(k)i

As(k)i+l = diag( Wi+1 (Rx(k) - An (k )i+l ) Wi:1 )

11

(14)

(15)

(16)

As we are not interested a priori in obtaining the values of A,(k), and its optimum

value is always obtainable from the other parameters, we can write an equivalent error

function to (9) which is more compact:

(17)

where the operator off (.) zeroes the diagonal elements, and therefore (16) no longer

needs to be computed.

Finally, notice that this new cost function does not modify any of the considerations

concerning the solvability conditions mentioned in previous section {NS,min' Kmin } •

Although now the KNS unknowns from the source correlation matrix estimates do

not appear, we have also lost KNs equations, as the diagonal elements of E(k) are no

longer relevant.

1.2.4. Imposing the constraints

The cost function defined in (9), (10) has a major problem. Clearly, this cost function

gets also minimized when IIWII~ ~ 0, which is an undesired solution. This is in fact

an indirect consequence of the explained before scaling indeterminacy, when the
scaling factors {k;} are all O. Therefore, a constraining procedure should be

incorporated to the algorithm in order to preserve the norm of W from decreasing.

Usually three different approaches are used to turn the algorithm into a constrained
gradient descent algorithm: straightforward modification of the obtained matrix W
after each iteration, the use of projected gradients and the use of penalty terms in the
cost function. We will now discuss these approaches.

Straightforward modification and gradient projection
This procedure consists in applying the constraints to the parameters after every
iteration step. To impose the two restrictions commented in section 1.2.1, we would
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therefore enforce Wi; =I or

computing the parameter values.

(row nonnalization), i = I··· Ns' right after

This means that the solutions obtained for the parameter estimates are projected in the
subspace of constraints at every step, and its global evolution is thus confined to this
subspace. The gradient projection procedure attaints the same goal but differs in the
fact that not the solution but the gradient is projected and therefore the obtainable
solutions already belong to the subspace.

Penalty costfunctions
The use of a penalty function consists in adding a second tenn to the main cost
function that penalizes deviations from the constraints subspace. The additional
penalty function is chosen so that it decreases its value as the parameter values get
closer to the restrictions, reaching its zero when the constraints are fulfilled. That
way, when performing the algorithm, the parameter estimates not only minimize the
main cost function but also tend to accomplish the constraints. Hence, differing from
the projection methods, the constraints are not strictly satisfied at each iteration.

Being J the already defined cost function and J c a selected penalty function, the

global cost function and its gradients towards any desired parameter Xi are defined

as:

JT =J +acJc
oJT oJ oJc--=-+a-
aX; 0Xi c 0Xi

where a c is the weight parameter. Depending on the selected value of ac the

constraint condition will become more or less restrictive.

Translating the constraint condition Wi; = I into a penalty function is achieved by

noticing that it is equivalent to diag(W) = I, where the diag(.) operator zeroes the

non-diagonal elements of a square matrix, and also zeros the right out-square elements
of W in the non-square case. A quadratic surface can be defined then as:

(18)

Translating the condition Ilw; II =I is achievable by diag (WWT
) = I , and therefore we

can define:
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(19)

One may suggest to enforce a stronger condition, asking the un-mixing system to be

unitary, so that WW T = I. This constraint may only be useful if a data whitening

procedure has been performed previously. Then the desired cost function would be:

The gradients of these penalty cost functions with respect to W are given by [4]:

oJcl = 2diag(W - I)
oW

~~ =4diag(WW
T -I)W

oJc3 =4(WWT - I)W
oW

1.2.5. Obtaining the sensors correlation matrices

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

In previous sections it has been explained how to proceed to perform a blind source

separation by simultaneous diagonalization of mixture correlation matrices. However,

no clue about how to obtain them or under which criteria has been given.

As expected, a correlation matrix estimate from a T samples length mixture data

block is obtained by:

1 T-l

A " TRx(n, r) =-L,.x(n+m)x (n+m+r)
T m=O

(24)

We can obtain different estimates using non-stationarity in the time domain or in the

correlation delay domain, leading to two different approaches. It should be noticed

that our goal is to obtain K independent sets of equations from (5), therefore the

selected correlation matrices need to be as independent as possible. This will be

studied in both approaches.

Using non stationarity ofthe sources
The set of K estimates can be acquired by obtaining the r = 0 correlation estimates at

different times n. Obviously, the above statistical independence remark requires the
considered signals to be non stationary, that is, a nmin exists such that if !1n ~ nmin

then R x (n, r) =I:- R x (n + !1n, r). The stationarity time of acoustic signals usually can be
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up to 100ms. Therefore, the time delay between two consecutive estimates should be
greater than that.

Consequently, if no overlapping is used, the set of K matrices need a total of KT
samples, and can be expressed by:

k=I···K (25)

Note that if a large value for T is selected, then a single estimate may come from a
data block whose length is much greater than the stationarity time. This is not a
problem, since it would then be estimating an average of the mixture correlation
matrices during that period of time, which will still satisfies (5) and will preserve the
statistical independence delay from consecutive estimates.

Using the correlation delay domain
Enough correlation estimates can be also obtained from the same time interval if
different correlation lags are considered. Therefore, from a single data block of T

samples, K estimates can be obtained as follows:

R x (k) = Rx ( n, ro+(k -1)~ r ) k=1 .. ·K (26)

Again, we also want the different estimates in our set to be as independent as possible.
Although the predictable model for the sources is obviously unknown, one may
expect to have more independency if ~rincreases. On the other hand, Rx(n, r) ~ 0

if r ~ 00 and therefore less information can be collected from high- r correlation

estimates. Therefore, a compromise between these two factors should be made.

Some remarks
It should be taken into account that not satisfYing successfully the independence
conditions in both cases will lead to ill-conditioned sets of equations that will
obviously result in bad performance of the algorithm. To prevent this, not only good
choice for T and ~ r is recommendable but also selecting a parameter K enough
greater than K min •

Considerations about K min can be found in section 1.2.2.. Finally take into account

that both approaches can be used simultaneously, exploiting non-stationarity and
using different correlation delays for the correlation estimates.
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1.2.6 Forward model estimation

Although this chapter addresses the problem of directly finding an un-mixer W, in

this section it will be stated that it is also feasible to first estimate the mixing system A
and then compute an un-mixing system, instead of direct estimation ofW.

From (1):

Rx(n, r) =(x(n)x(n+ rf) = (AS(n)( As(n+ r)t) + (n(t)n
T

(n + r)) =

AAs(n,r)AT +An(n,r)
(27)

Similarly as done in the backward estimation of W, several mixtures correlation

matrices Rx(k) can be obtained, either taking profit from diversity of non-

stationarity, from diversity of correlation delay, or from both. We can then postulate

the following error function:

(28)

A similar procedure can be described, computing the gradients with respect to the
unknowns, and perform a gradient descent algorithm.

The gradients are (see section A.l for more details):

8J = -4IE(k)AA
s
(k)

8A k=]

8J = -2dia (ATE(k)A)
8A

s
(k) g

8J = -2diag(E(k))
8An (k)

and the update rule,

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

To obtain the estimated sources s(n) , in the square case one can directly compute the
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un-mixing system as W = A-I. In the non-square case, the least squares estimate for

W minimizing Ilx(n) - As(n)11 is directly the pseudo-inverse of A, W = (ATA tAT.
Other considerations can be found in [6].

1.3 Algorithm performance evaluation

Blind source separation algorithms try to estimate an un-mixing system so that the
global system is just a permutation and scaling matrix, as pointed out in (3), only one
signal should contribute in each output. We can therefore evaluate their performance
by signal to interference ratios measures in the outputs. However, the global system G
obtained should be identified with the appropriate permutation matrix previously, in
order to determine which are the direct channels and which are the cross-channels.

The algorithms described in this work have been tested with synthetically mixed
sources, therefore the sources and the mixing channel are both available, and can be
used to measure their performance. This allows us to determine concretely the global
system G from the generated mixing system and the obtained un-mixing system as in
(3).

Therefore, take into consideration that the evaluating process of the algorithm
performance in this work consists in two steps. The first step is to determine if
successful blind source separation has been achieved by checking that the identified
direct channels build up a permutation distribution. The second one consists in
determining the signal to interference ratio, only in case of successful signal
separation.

Identification ofthe direct channels
Given an obtained global system G, the first step is to obtain the inherent permutation

matrix from all possible combinations. We proceed independently for every output
y; (n), and the direct channel G ij == G m is identified by maximizing the following

signal to interference ratio criterion:

G~
G;D = max"" 2

G'l LJG;k
h'J

(35)

that simply consists in identifying the coefficient with maximum absolute value in
each row ofG. We can then define a channel matrix C such that:

{

Cij=l if Gij==Gm

Cij = 0 otherwise
(36)
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where the non-zero elements represent the cross-channels. Therefore, blind source
separation is considered to be achieved if C is a permutation matrix.

Evaluation ofthe SIR
If a non-permuting global system Gnp is defined as Gnp = C-1G , the direct channels

appear now in the diagonal. For the evaluation of algorithms in this chapter we define
the overall SIR as:

Ns

IGnp~
SIR = ----",i=O'-1--

Ns

IIGnp~
;=1 j~;

(37)

Note that this definition is only coincident with the real SIR when the sources have
same powers, and valid when no assumptions about these powers are made, which is
the case in the simulations performed in this chapter. Concerning the tests that are
carried out with real data in section 1.6, the sources are normalized to have unit
power, and therefore (37) can still be meaningfully used.

In the case of known different powers for the sources, the expression in (37) can be
modified to obtain the SIR that would effectively be measured at the output of our
system:

Ns

IGnp~a~
SIR = ~i=:..:..l _

2 Ns

IIGnp~a~
i=1 j~i

(38)

being as;' i = 1··· Ns the source powers. Notice that other SIR's could be defined i.e.

averaging the Ns SIR's obtained independently in each output.

1.4 Simulated algorithm performance

To test the performance of the diagonalization procedure several tests have been
performed using the penalty cost functions and also straight forward modification in a
simulated environment.

The algorithm has been tested by generating a set of K random diagonal matrices
Rs(k) with values in the [0,1] range as source correlation matrices, and a randomly

generated mixing matrix A for every test, with values in the [-1,1] range. The mixture
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correlation matrices have been generated by R.Jk) =ARs(k)AT
• The selected initial

value for W was W = I. All the tests, except the last one, have been run under the
negligible noise assumption and no noise has been introduced to the mixture
correlation matrices.

Notice that this modeling does not correspond completely to reality as totally
independent source correlation matrices are generated. This may be not true in a real
data performance due to possible remains of statistical dependence (existence of a
predictable model for the sources, and uncertain stationarity time) as has been already
commented. However, it should not be significant when good criteria to obtain the
correlation matrices are assumed.

The motivation to generate this synthetic environment is therefore to give better
conditions more accurate to the theory assumptions (lack of residual source cross
correlations, absence of noise if desired and optimal selection of correlation matrices).

It is very hard to evaluate objectively and quantitatively the performance of these
algorithms as they strongly depend on the mixing matrix and the correlation matrices,
all of them not known a priory. The tests show that their performance varies
dramatically depending on the selected mixing matrix and the generated source
correlation matrices. This results in the need to perform averaged tests over multiple
sets of mixing matrices and source correlation matrices if more accurate idea of their
general behavior is to be given. Notice that also other parameters need to be tuned,
like the step size and the penalty term weight constant.

It would be meaningless to expose here all the tests performed in different conditions.
However the most significant results as well as the general performance of the
algorithm will be shown. Tests number 1 and 2 are examples of success and failure of
the algorithm respectively. Test number 3 tries to relate the success of the algorithm
with the determinant of the mixing matrix, by averaging several tests. Test number 4
compares the performance of the algorithm using two different constraining methods
(use of penalty functions and straightforward modification). Finally test number 5,
differing from previous ones, takes noise into consideration.

1.4.1. Test 1. General performance

These are the results of a successful performance of the algorithm in the Ns = Nx = 4

case. The constraining approach chosen is the use of the penalty terms J cl and J c2 '

The parameters chosen are described in the following table:



Test 1

Parameter a

Number of sources

Number ofRx matrices

Step size

Number of iterations

0.8

4

8

0.2

10.000

19

A mixing matrix A has been randomly selected:

-0.0237 -0.6374
0.9853 0.0039

-0.2533 -0.1556
0.0628 0.3209

det(A) =0.5294

0.3473
0.9147

-0.6163
-0.7776

0.1301
0.9383

-0.9525
0.7404

and a single set of simulated source correlation matrices has been generated. This the
observed evolution ofthe error function during the 10.000 iterations:

evolution of error with Jc1 evolution of error with Jc2
0 0

bJlJ bJiJ-- JT -JT
-20 -20

-40 -40

-60 -60

iii iii
~ ~

-80 -80

-100 -100

-120 -120

-140 -140
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

iterations iterations

fig 1. Evolution ofthe error using the penalty costflmctions J cl and J c2 '

Successful performance

After the algorithm performance, the following un-mIxmg systems W and global
system G are obtained:

Using J cl :

Obtained un-mixer W:
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1.0000 0.1228 0.4436 0.2394
-0.1627 1.0000 1.1266 0.2107
-0.6068 0.2886 1.0000 -0.7240

0.2576 0.2027 1.0121 1.0000

Global System G:

-0.0001 -0.6291 0.0000 0.0000
0.7170 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -1. 2967

-0.0000 -0.0000 -1.1265 0.0000

Using J c2 :

Obtained un-mixer W:

0.8886 0.1075 0.3922 0.2124
-0.1050 0.6536 0.7367 0.1380
-0.4315 0.2055 0.7116 -0.5150

0.1766 0.1387 0.6932 0.6849

Global System G:

-0.0012 -0.5588 0.0001 0.0001
0.4685 -0.0008 -0.0000 0.0000
0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0000 -0.9225

-0.0000 -0.0001 -0.7715 0.0000

As it can be seen inspecting G, source separation has been achieved successfully in
both cases. No final SIR measurements are given as their values are very high. Notice
that the permutation distribution in G is the same in both cases. This is commonly
observed with all tests, the final distribution obtained by simultaneous diagonalization
appears to be dependant on the mixing matrix and source correlation matrices, but not
on the constraining technique chosen.

1.4.2. Test 2. Not successful performance

This second test will show a failure to achieve blind source separation, using the same
parameters than in the previous test but selecting a different mixing matrix and set of
source correlation matrices. Notice that the number of iterations has been increased a
lot.

Test 2

Parameter a 0.8

Number of sources 4

Number ofRx matrices 8



Step size

Number of iterations

Selected mixing matrix A:

0.2

100.000

21

0.2988
0.1546
0.9357
0.6739

0.4279
0.8328
0.1713
0.4406

Idet(A)1 =0.0033

0.7524
0.6155
0.2542
0.3504

0.6130
0.3377
0.6360
0.5166

Again a single set of simulated source correlation matrices has been generated.
The observed error evolution:

evolution of error with Jc1 evolution of error with Jc2
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fig 2. Evolution ofthe error using the penalty costfunctions J cl and J c2 '

Not Successful performance

Using J cl :

Obtained un-mixer W:

1.0000 -0.4189 -0.1911 -0.0935
-0.8642 1.0000 0.4197 -0.1748
-0.1941 0.6540 1.0000 -1. 4417

0.1336 -0.4539 -0.6917 1.0000

Global System G:
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-0.0078 0.0051 0.4132 0.3017
0.1713 0.4579 0.0107 -0.0154
0.0072 -0.0023 0.0055 -0.0069

-0.0036 0.0013 -0.0043 0.0053

Using J c2 :

Obtained un-mixer W:

0.9048 -0.3832 -0.1627 -0.0891
-0.6271 0.7005 0.3213 -0.1131
-0.1026 0.3477 0.5305 -0.7662

0.1026 -0.3477 -0.5305 0.7662

Global System G:

-0.0012 0.0009 0.3723 0.2757
0.1454 0.3202 0.0014 -0.0019
0.0031 -0.0011 0.0032 -0.0039

-0.0031 0.0011 -0.0032 0.0039

In both cases the obtained global system G has not a permutation distribution, and
therefore source separation has not been achieved. Observe that although most of the
terms in G have been zeroed, the distribution of the row-maximums do not
correspond to a permutation matrix.

Observed distribution in G:

o
1

o
o

o
1

o
o

1

o
o
o

1

o
o
o

This fact, together with the error stabilization, suggests that a local minimum may
have been reached. However, no more clues about the presence of local minima in the
error function can be given due to the complexity of its analysis.

1.4.3. Test 3. Influence of the determinant of A

From several tests, like the two previous ones, it has been observed that the algorithm
tends to fail when the mixing matrix A has a low determinant. This is intuitively
logical, given that a rank deficient mixing matrix A would reduce the dimension of
the space spanned by the mixtures.

To study this effect, several tests have been carried out with different matrices whose
determinants were known, as well as multiple sets of source correlation matrices.
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Taking advantage of the column indetenninacy of the mIxmg system A, all the
generated mixing matrices, with Aij E [-1,1], have been column-normalized. This is

necessary in order to be able to compare the detenninants: in such condition
1~ det(A) ~ 0, where Idet(A)1 =1 if A is orthogonal, and Idet(A)1 =0 if A is rank

deficient.

A total of 20 different values for Idet(A)1 have been selected in a logarithmic

distribution between 0 and 1. For each value, 100 mixing matrices A have been
generated and used to perfonn 100 different tests using also different generated source
correlation matrices.

Generating the mixing matrices A
To generate a fixed-determinant mixing matrix A, a "seed" column-nonnalized
orthogonal matrix A has been successively perturbed with low weighted random
matrices and re-nonnalized, keeping at each step the resultant matrix if lower absolute
value of the detenninant was reached. The procedure has been iterated until achieving
the desired value of Idet(A)I.

Results
For each of the 2000 algorithm performances, the final obtained global system G has
been tested to see if a pennuting distribution had been achieved. Next table presents
the parameters used for all tests:

Test 3

Parameter a 0.8

Number of sources 4

Number ofRx matrices 8

Step size 0.2

Number of iterations 2.000
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The results are reported in the following graphic:

percentage of successful source separation
100
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::.'i! 500
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10 .

0

det(A)

fig. 3. Percentage ofsuccessful performances ofthe simultaneous diagonalization procedure

with respect to the value ofthe normalized determinant ofthe mixing system A

The strong dependency on Idet(A)1 is easily perceptible.

Another interesting measure is the final obtained SIR for all these tests. Obviously,
this measure has been taken only when successful source separation has been
achieved. This gives information about the speed of the algorithm with respect to

Idet(A)I·
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SIR obtained in successful performances
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fig. 4. Final obtained signal to interference ratio in the simultaneous diagonalization procedure

with respect to the value ofthe normalized determinant ofthe mixing system A

Therefore, it can be seen that the algorithm works very well when an orthogonal
mixing matrix is used, however the failure percentage increases when it becomes ill
conditioned. To solve this problem a pre-whitening step can be performed. Refer to
section 1.5.

From the figures above it is also interesting to remark the similar behavior of both
penalty functions, although the restriction Ilwi II = 1 appears to achieve slightly worse

results. It is very difficult to affirm though as different tuning of the parameters could
result in different performance.

1.4.4. Test 4. Constraining methods comparative

As exposed, two different methodologies to constrain the space of solutions have been
exposed, the use of cost functions and straightforward modifications. Tests show that
both tools achieve their goal with similar performance. The example below compares
the performance of the algorithm running under same conditions (mixing matrix and
simulated source correlation matrices, as well as same parameters) when J cl and its
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equivalent straightforward modification Wu =1, i = 1· .. Ns are used. The weight

penalty term parameter is set lower than in previous tests to accentuate the differences
in the behavior.

Test 4

Parameter a 0.5

Number of sources 4

Number ofRx matrices 8

Step size 0.2

Number of iterations 5.000

Mixing matrix A used:

-0.5337 0.0752
-0.5603 0.3777
-0.8411 0.4402
-0.7523 0.8776

Idet(A)1 =0.2633

-0.9836
0.1634
0.1127
0.3788

0.5219
0.6486
0.0554

-0.3170

Error evolution:

evolution of error with Jc1
o

-10

~
bjiJ-JT

evolution of error enforcing Wii=1
°l-~-~-~-r==::::;::=;lI-J

-10

-20 -20

-30 -30

iii
:g.
., -40

iii
:g.
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o
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,
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o
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jig. 5. Evolution ofthe error when penalty cost function Jcl 0

r equivalent straightforward modification are used

The evolution of the obtained SIR is:
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comparative of evolution of SIR

- SIR (Jc1)
- - SIR (Wii=1)

.~
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o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
iterations

fig. 6. Evolution ofthe signal to interference ratio when penalty cost function Jcl 0

r equivalent straightforward modification are used

It can be noticed that the differences of behavior are almost negligible. Notice that
before around iteration 500 no SIR measurements are available because until then the
global system G did not have a permuting distribution.

1.4.5. Test 5. Taking noise into consideration

All the tests performed until now neglected the noise. However, it may be interesting
to see the improvement achieved by estimating the noise correlation matrices in a
noisy environment. Therefore, the artificially generated mixture correlation matrices
will add now randomly generated noise correlation matrices,
RxCk)=AR,(k)AT +RnCk), and being their rangesAij E[-l,l], RS,ii E[O,l] and

Rn,ii E [0, PN ] , where PN is the maximal noise power. Finally remember that Ns ?: 4

otherwise there are not enough independent conditions to obtain all the parameter
estimates.

As expected, tests show the improvement of the performance in this noisy
environment when noise is considered, reaching greater SIR than in the neglected
nOIse case.

An example of this improved performance is given below, where the number of
sources Cand sensors) have been selected to be Ns =Nx =6. The mixing matrix has

been chosen to be orthogonal. The parameters are:
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Test 5

Parameter a

Number of sources

Number ofRx matrices

Step size W

Step size An

Number of iterations

PN

Mixing matrix A:

0.8

6

12

0.2

0.03

4.000

0.5

0.4784
0.4035

-0.2733
0.2226

-0.5612
0.4112

Idet(A)1 = 1

-0.5214
0.0080
0.6107
0.2300

-0.5246
0.1643

0.5565
0.0417
0.5781
0.4909
0.2747

-0.1950

-0.1097
0.6305

-0.0402
-0.0692
-0.1904
-0.7401

-0.3149
0.6310
0.0223
0.1425
0.5455
0.4293

0.2800
0.1994
0.4647

-0.7947
-0.0249

0.1838

Note that this fixes a total of 180 unknowns and 258 equations and constraints,
building up a solvable configuration due to K ~ K min • (see section 1.2.2.)

The comparative of error evolutions and SIR evolutions are:

evolution of error, noise neglected
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jig. 7. Different evolution ofthe error when noise is considered or neglected

in a noisy environment
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It is interesting to realize that when noise is neglected, a stationary point is achieved
around iteration 800, while in the noise considered case the progression continues,
slowly due to the small step size for An (0.03). The reason to select a small step size

is that greater ones have been observed to usually result in divergence of the whole
algorithm. Therefore the algorithm behaves better if a good approximation of the
desired W is achieved first, while better refinement with adequate estimation for An

can be reached afterwards. This evolution is clearly shown by the next figure:

evolution of SIR
30

--- SIR noise neglected
- SIR noise considered

25

20

10

500 1000 1500 2000
iterations

2500 3000 3500 4000

fig.8. Different evolution ofthe signal to interference ratio when noise is considered

or neglected in a noisy environment

It is also interesting to see that the permutation distribution of G it is also achieved
before in the noise considered case (around iteration 100, see figure), but fastest
convergence is afterwards shown by the noise neglected case although it gets
obviously stuck in its limit, or stationary point. This is a common figure in all tests
performed.

The final obtained global systems are:

G noise neglected:

0.0846 -0.1474 1. 4346 -0.0164 -0.0452 0.1746
0.1832 -0.0404 0.0259 0.2269 1.1805 0.0812

-0.1685 1. 2867 0.1267 -0.0103 0.0216 0.1757
0.0702 0.1534 0.1560 -0.0206 0.0700 -1. 0659

-1. 2393 -0.2263 0.0943 -0.1476 0.1975 -0.0455
0.1991 0.0184 -0.0354 -1.0751 0.2110 0.0455
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G noise considered:

0.0084 -0.1202 1. 6417 -0.0165 0.0057 0.0681

0.0129 -0.0263 -0.0042 0.0872 1.4794 0.0317

-0.0224 1.6073 -0.0047 0.0186 -0.0122 0.0340

0.0150 0.0341 -0.0015 -0.0235 0.0047 -1. 2422

-1. 6652 -0.0519 0.0106 -0.0773 0.0333 -0.0748

0.0009 -0.0117 -0.0080 -1.3402 0.0140 0.0107

The final permutation distribution of Gis:

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

Other remarks
Experimental results show the percentage of algorithm tests leading to proper
diagonalization decrease substantially when Ns increases. In the same way that the

permutation possibilities of G are Ns !, it is likely to appear much more local minima

as the number of sources gets greater.

1.5 Data sphering or data whitening

The experimental results show that the algorithm performs successfully when the
mixing matrix A is orthogonal, and gets worse as A becomes ill-conditioned. We
should notice that given Ns independent sources with unit variance, the source

correlation matrix at lag 0 is R s (n, 0) =I , and therefore the mixture correlation matrix

Rx(n,O) is also identity if A is orthogonal, except for the additive noise:

Moreover, we realize that the diagonalization procedure described in (5) under this
hypothesis leads to an orthogonal matrix W, given that at lag 0

(40)

It is intuitively clear then that the performance of the algorithm improves as the
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eigenvalue spread in the mixture correlation matrices decrease. Therefore, in the

general case where A is not orthogonal, we are interested in pre-processing the data so

that the property in (39) holds. It is then interesting to find a linear transformation
matrix WH so that ifx2 (n) = WHx(n), thenRx2 (n, 0) = I. This transformation is

always possible and is called sphering or data whitening [5].

Intuitively, sphering consists of projecting the N-dimensional space spanned by the

vectors of A into an orthogonal basis of the same space, only using the observed data.

In fact, sphering is performing Principal Component Analysis, whose whitening
1

matrix is defined by WH,PCA = A-2"UT
, where A and U are a diagonal and a unitary

matrix containing the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of Rx(n,O). It

can easily be seen that if WH = WH,PCA' then

R X2 (n, 0) = (x2(n)x2(nl) = WH(x(n)x(nl)W~ = WHRx(n,O)W~ =
(A-1/2UT )UAUT (A-1I2U T l =I

(41)

We can also state that sphering does not solve the separation problem given that if
WH is a sphering matrix, then a rotation by an orthogonal matrix S, WH2 = SWH

produces another sphering matrix WH2' Therefore, when sphering of data is

performed, the separation problem consists of finding the appropriate orthogonal
rotating matrix W so that WWHA=PD, where P and D are permutation and diagonal

matrices respectively. This is why the methodologies in blind source separation on the

instantaneous case is often split in a first sphering step and a posterior rotation step.

The algorithm has been modified to perform pre-processing data sphering. When non

stationarity is used, any of the mixture correlation estimates can be used for the
computation of WH' when the correlation delay approach is used, the computation

has to be performed using the only O-lag correlation estimate.

Several tests have been performed showing that this modification leads to much better

performance of the algorithm. An example is given below, where the following

mixing matrix is used:

Mixing matrix A:

-0.3887
0.1184
0.4572

-0.3907

-0.1388
0.6228

-0.0272
-0.1358

-0.1637
0.1508

-0.5939
-0.1647

-0.4313
0.3712
0.6621

-0.4313

Idet(A)I = 7.4 .10-5
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This the evolution of the error and SIR with only 1000 iterations:
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fig.9. Error evolution and signal to interference ratio evolution when data sphering

is used on a mixture with ill-conditioned mixing matrix A

The performance has been drastically improved with respect tests performed with
mixing matrices similarly ill-conditioned. The obtained whitening matrix, unmixing
matrix and global system are:

Whitening matrix WH :

1. Oe+003 1;

0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0006 0.0004
-5.1054 -0.0344 -0.0067 5.0643
-0.0021 -0.0021 -0.0015 -0.0021
-0.0003 0.0015 -0.0013 -0.0003

Unmixing matrix W:

1. 0000 -0.5456 -0.0457 0.1074
0.5027 1.0000 -0.5438 0.1675
0.1332 0.3314 1.0000 0.8680

-0.3436 -0.3745 -0.6981 1. 0000

Global system G:

-0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -1. 2050
-2.0585 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 -0.0000 2.3593 0.0000
-0.0000 1. 7706 0.0000 -0.0000
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1.6. Algorithm performance on real data

Finally, in this section the algorithm is tested using real data. The studied advantages
of using the pre-whitening step are used. Two experiments are carried out using the
two approaches exposed in section 1.2.5 (non-stationarity and correlation delay
diversity). In order to compare these two approaches, the same algorithm parameters
are used. In both cases, the penalty cost function J cl is used, penalizing deviations

from Wii =1, i =1· .. Ns' As seen in section 1.4, its performance is strongly

equivalent to the use of straightforward modification. Negligible noise has been
assumed.

The data recordings are men voice signals of 20 seconds of duration sampled at
44Khz. A decimation has been performed to reduce the sample load resulting on
11Khz of sampling rate. Finally the sources have been normalized to unit power and
synthetically mixed with the following randomly generated mixing matrix A:

Mixing matrix used:

0.0056
0.4189

-0.1422

-0.3908
-0.6207
-0.6131

0.3644
-0.3945

0.0833

Idet(A)1 =0.1357

Parameters used in both tests:

Test real data

Parameter a 0.8

Number of sources 3

Number ofRx matrices 8

Step size 0.1

Representation of the sources:
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1.6.1. Test 1. Exploiting non-stationarity

The total data vectors of the three sources have been split into eight non-overlapping

data blocks, each one resulting in a different mixture correlation matrix estimate, as
explained in section 1.2.5.

I Number of iterations 4.000

The error evolution and SIR behavior are shown below:

evolution of error
·10

-15

-20

n:l
~

.25L

·30 . ~ _

~ -35
-,

·40

-45

-50

-55

-600·~--5,-L0-O--10-'-0-0--1-5'--00--2--'OO-0--2·5~0-0 -----:30~00:------:3~50::-c0-~40'00

number of iterations

fig.I2. error evolution in the simultaneous diagonalization procedure exploiting

non-stationarity and using data whitening on real data
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evolution of SIR
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4000350030001500 2000 2500
number of iterations

1000500
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o

fig.13. signal to interference ratio evolution in the simultaneous diagonalization procedure

exploiting non-stationarity and using data whitening on real data

It can be seen that the final SIR reached is SIRIF ::::: 25dB and about 2000 iterations

are needed to reach this stationary point. It is interesting to see that the final SIR is
lower than the maximum value reached. The evolution of the error shows that
effectively lowest values of the error function do not correspond to the highest value
of SIR. This situation, which did not happen in the simulated environment in tests
performed in section 1.4, can be induced by the presence of residual cross-correlations
among the sources.

The obtained whitening matrix, final un-mixing matrix and resulting global system
are:

Whitening matrix WH :

-0.3397
-3.9797
1.1281

-0.5639
-1. 6934
-1. 2088

-0.5308
4.3457
0.5621

Final W:

0.9992
0.0806
0.1300

-0.0480
0.9995

-0.4599

-0.1544
0.4441
0.9994
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Final G:

-0.0082
-1. 6196

0.0200

0.8158
-0.0085

0.0965

-0.0698
-0.0004
1.1346

Pennutation distribution:

o
1

o

1

o
o

o
o
1

Next figure shows the evolution and fast convergence of the coefficients of the global
system (notice that only the 500 first iterations are shown):

evolution of coefficients of G
1.5

0.5

-1

-1.5

500450400350200 250 300
number of iterations

15010050
-2 '-----_-----.L__-L__---"---__--'----__'-----_-----.L__-L__---"---__--'----_-----.J

o

fig. 14. evolution ofthe 9 coefficients ofglobal system matrix G in the simultaneous diagonalization

procedure exploiting non-stationarity and using data whitening on real data

It may be surprising at first sight that the coefficients of G seem to be already
"oriented" at iteration 1 (note that 6 coefficients are already close to 0 value, while

other 3 are more spread out). This is in fact the effect of the pre-whitening step.
Therefore, the algorithm is only seeking for an adequate rotation transfonn.

The obtained source estimates are:
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fig.15. temporal representation ofthe separated outputs exploiting non-stationarity

1.6.2. Test 2. Exploiting correlation delay

The algorithm performs over eight delayed correlation estimates, each one obtained
from the entire block of data, as explained in section 1.2.5.

Number of iterations

Lag delay (~T )

4.000

4smpl = 0.36 ms

The error evolution and SIR behavior are shown below:
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evolution of error
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number of iterations
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fig. 16. error evolution in the simultaneous diagonalization procedure exploiting

correlation delay and using data whitening on real data

evolution of SIR
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~:: I
1i512 /
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:/
8000700060003000 4000 5000

number of iterations
20001000
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fig.I7. signal to interference ratio evolution in the simultaneous diagonalization procedure

exploiting correlation delay and using data whitening on real data

It can be seen that the final SIR reached is SIRIF :::: 20.5dB and about 6000 iterations

are needed to reach this stationary point. This value is sensibly lower than the final
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value reached using non-stationarity and much more iterations are needed to reach the

stationary point. However no general conclusions should be extracted as the influence

of the chosen parameters may be strong in its final performance.

The obtained whitening matrix, final un-mixing matrix and resulting global system

are:

Whitening matrix WH :

-0.3266 -0.7861 -0.5527
-3.2011 -0.8652 3.1221
1.0117 -0.9622 0.7706

Final W:

0.9983 -0.2414 -0.2391
0.3693 0.9995 0.5468
0.1009 -0.5883 0.9982

Final G:

0.0681 1.0480 0.0870
-1.1944 0.0784 -0.0669
-0.0466 -0.0996 1.1580

Permutation distribution:

o
1

o

1

o
o

o
o
1

Evolution of the parameters of the global system G:
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evolution of coefficients of G
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fig.18. evolution ofthe 9 coefficients ofglobal system matrix G in the simultaneous diagonalization

procedure exploiting correlation delay and using data whitening on real data

Here we can observe that the algorithm using correlation delays diversity appear to
have much slower convergence, apart from the previously commented lower SIR.

The obtained source estimates are:

fig.19. temporal representation ofthe separated outputs exploiting correlation delay
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Part II.
Convolutive Mixtures
Simultaneous diagonalization of Cross-power spectrum matrices

In some fields like acoustics, the propagation of the signals through the medium can
not be modeled as an instantaneous mixing process, given that not negligible
differences in the time ofarrival ofthe signals to the sensors, as well as reverberation
and multipath effect are likely to appear, resulting in multiple attenuated copies of
each signal in each sensor. Therefore, the effect of the mixing system should be
understood as a filtering process. Then we talk about convolutive mixtures, and
similar techniques as the ones described in previous chapter can be used in the
frequency domain, to perform blind source separation

2.1 Problem statement

In this section, the formulation for the blind source separation of convolutive mixtures

is exposed. The difficulty to deal with the convolution operator forces to translate the

problem to the z-domain or specifically the DFT domain, where the formulation

acquires the same form of the instantaneous case, as will be seen. However, the

increase of complexity will be easily perceptible, as the number of coefficients to be
computed raise substantially.

2.1.1 Formulation

The mixing process under the convolutive mixture assumption for Ns source signals

and Nx sensors should be modeled as:

x(n) =A(n) *sen) +n(n) (42)

where s(n), x(n) and n(n) are the vectors containing the source signals, the mixture

signals and the noise signals respectively, and ANxxNs (n) is the mixing system, whose

i-th row j-th column element AuCn) describes the impulse response of the mixing

medium between source j and sensor i positions.
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Performing blind source separation in convolutive environments will therefore mean
finding an un-mixing system WNsxNx (n) such that the original sources can be

estimated from the observed mixtures by performing:

sen) = Wen) *x(n) = G(n) *s(n)

G(n) =W(n)*A(n) =PD(n)

(43)

(44)

where pNsxNs is a permutation matrix and DNsxNs (n) =diag (~ (n),. .. , h
N

(n)), being

hi (n) arbitrary filters. Next section will expose the reason for this indeterminacy.

To perform a similar analysis as in the instantaneous case, the problem can be

translated to the z domain. Let Rs(t,t+r) =(s(t)s(t+zY) be the cross-correlation

matrix of the sources at time t for a certain lag r. Similar definition applies for the

mixtures. If the sources are stationary at a certain time interval, the absolute time is
meaningless and only the parameter r is relevant. In such case we can obtain the z
transform of both cross-correlations, Rs(z) and Rx(z) , where we denote

As(z)=Rs(z), due to the statistical independency of the sources, which leads to

diagonal cross-power spectrum matrix for any value of z. Then we can obtain a
similar expression as in the instantaneous case, although now based on the cross
power spectrum matrices instead of the temporal cross-correlation matrices:

Rx(z) = (x(z)xH (z)) =((A(z)s(z) +n(z))(A(z)s(z) +n(z)t) =

A(z) (S(Z)SH (z))AH(z)+(n(z)n H(z)) = A(z)As(z)AH(z)+An(z)

We can rewrite these equations in the more useful unit circle domain, and specify the
usual non-stationarity of the studied sources (i.e. acoustic sources) by the dependency
on the absolute time:

x(w,t) = A(w)s(w,t) +n(w,t)

Rx(w,t) =A(w)A,(w,t)AH (w) +An(w)

(45)

(46)

The goal denoted in (43) leads then to find the appropriate un-mixing system W(w)

such that the source estimates cross-power spectrum matrix is diagonal for any w at
any time t:

s(w,t) =W(w)A(w)s(w,t) =W(w)(x(w,t) -n(w,t))
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R§(w,t) = (S(W,t)SH (W,t)) = W(W)((X(W,t) -n(w,t))(x(w,t) -n(w,t)t)W H(w) =

W(w)(Rx(w,t) - An(w,t)) W H(W) =A§(w,t)

(47)

Equation (47) is the basic equation for the un-mIxmg system estimation in the
convolutive case using only second order statistics, and analogy to the instantaneous
case can be easily established. Remark that we only have knowledge of Rx(w,t) from

the available mixtures, while the un-mixing filters and the source and noise power
spectrums are unknown.

2.1.2 Indeterminacies. Arbitrary filtering

The blind source separation problem case has intrinsically the same indeterminacies in
the convolutive case as those exposed in section 1.1.2. However, while the
permutation indeterminacy is directly relatable, the already exposed scaling
indeterminacy has a wider sense now:

Imagine a set of j pairs of filters {kj](n),kj2 (n)} such that for every pair

k)] (n) *kj2 (n) = 8(n - nj ), then the mixture equation can be rewritten as follows:

N N

x(n) =A(n) *s(n) =L>/n) *s/n) =L:(a/n)* kj](n)) *(kj2 (n) *s/n +n)) =
j j

N

L:a~(n) *s/n) =A'(n) *s'(n)
j

where a/n) is thej-th column of the modeled mixing matrix A(n), and s/n) is the

j-th source.

Note that s/n) and a/n) j=l .. ·Ns are unknown, while x(n) is the observed

mixture signals vector. Then, given an observed mixture x(n) and an estimate for

A(n), we can always model a mixing matrix A'(n), where a~(n)=a/n)*kj](n)

j=l···Ns ' {kj](n)} being a set of Ns filters, that also accomplishes the sources

statistical independence assumption. This is immediate, because for any set of
statistically independent random processes, their outputs through any kind of
deterministic set of filters will also be statistically independent.

Therefore, any blind source separation technique based only on statistical
independence of the sources will have to face this indeterminacy. It is important to
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remark that, differing from the instantaneous case, the waveform of the desired
sources will not be recoverable, and we will have to be satisfied with any filtered
version ofthe original sources.

2.2. Channel estimation

From the formulation described in section 2.1, it can be seen that the diagonalization
techniques exposed in last chapter can be useful to proceed similarly in the
convolutive case, although now we are dealing with complex valued coefficients.

In this section it will be exposed how to adapt these procedures, and emphasis will be
put on those considerations that vary substantially from the analysis in the
instantaneous case, while the concepts that remain the same will be referred to the
previous chapter.

2.2.1 Constraining the channel's estimation

The Ns degrees of freedom occasioned by the filtering indeterminacy allows to

restrict the model by pre-determining Ns of the filters in the estimated mixing model

A(w) or the un-mixing model W(w) following the equivalent considerations

exposed in section 1.2.1. Due to the nature of the convolutive model and the filtering
indeterminacy though, not only a coefficient but a whole filter can be specified now.
In the backward model estimation, which is the only approach considered for the
convolutive case in this work, the commonly used restriction is

(48)

2.2.2. Simultaneous diagonalization

Equation (47) shows that the problem is solved by finding an adequate W (w) that

diagonalizes the cross-power spectrum of the sensor signals in the whole frequency
spectrum at any time t.

First of all it should be noticed that all that we can extract from the available mixtures
is an estimate of the mixtures cross-power spectrum matrix RAw,t) , and that

W(w), As(w,t) and An(w,t) are the parameters to be estimated. Secondly, notice that

we are limited to work with a finite number of frequency bins via DFT. From now on,
let T be the size of the DFT's involved in the algorithm, and therefore also the
number of frequency bins considered.
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Solvability considerations
The complexity of the BSS problem raises considerably when convolutive mixtures
are considered. As can be easily observed, the number of both unknowns and
parameters increase by a factor T/2 +1 with respect to the instantaneous case, T

being even (the Fourier transform of real signals is symmetric, so only half of the
spectrum has to be estimated). However, thanks to the fact that the available
parameters increase by the same factor, it can easily be proven that this large
increment of unknowns does not modify the solvability considerations specified in
1.2.2, which remain the same in terms of NS,min and Kmin for the different possible

situations.

2.2.3. Gradient descent approach

A gradient descent approach can be built according to the ideas exposed in the
instantaneous case by selecting from the mixtures, at different times, a set of K
estimated cross-power spectrum matrices {Rx(w,k)} , k =1··· K ,and w =1·· ·T/2 +1.

See section 2.2.4 for more details. Now the error in equation (47) can be specified by

and a cost function can be defined as

T K

J = IIIIE(w,k)112

w=l k=l

(49)

(50)

whose minimization leads to simultaneous diagonalization of the mixture cross-power
spectrum matrices, which is our goal.

The expression in (50) is a real valued function of complex variable. The complex
gradient is defined in [16] as:

proven to be

8f(z) =.!.(8!(Z) _j.8f (Z)] z=a+j'p
8z 2 8a 8P'

8f(z)I = 8f(~)1 = 0
8z 17,1'/ 8z T/.T/'

(51)

(52)
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when 1] is a stationary point. As pointed out in [16], from (51) can be obtained that

the derivation of fez) with respect to z can be directly performed considering z* as

a constant, and vice versa.

The gradients of the cost function with respect to the desired unknowns can be
expressed then by taking derivatives with respect to the complex value of the
unknowns, [6]:

BJ K
* =2IE(w, k)W(w)(Rx(w, k) - An(w,k))

BW (w) k=!

BJ =diag(E(w,k))
BAs*(w,k)

BJ =-diag(WH (w)E(w,k)W(w))
BAn*(k)

(53)

(54)

(55)

For more details, a complete derivation for these gradients can be found in section

A.2.

The procedure is the same as the one exposed in the instantaneous case, using the
same updating policy and being able to define a simplified problem by using the
following modified expression of the error:

E(w,k) =off(W(w)(Rx(w,k)-An(w,k))W(wf) (56)

where As(w,k) is no longer estimated. Therefore, the gradients are applied over the

current estimates as

(57)

(58)

Normalized step size
Instead of using a single step size to update the coefficients of W(w) using the

gradient in (53), a power-normalized step-size is usually proposed in the literature:

(59)
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The goal of this normalized step size is to have a convergence speed independent
from the power available in each frequency bin.

Imposing the constraints
Taking advantage to the arbitrary filtering indeterminacy the algorithm can be
constrained by imposing W;;(w) =I, i =1···Ns . As observed in 1.4.4, no significant

difference in the performance of the algorithm is derived from the way to impose this
constraint. Therefore, straightforward enforcement of the condition (48) after each
iteration can be performed in the algorithm for simplicity.

2.2.4. Obtaining the sensors cross-power spectrum matrices

Estimated cross-power spectrum matrices from the mixture signals can be obtained
simply by performing for a large enough value ofN:

I N-I

A " HRx(W,tk) =-L:..iX(w,tk +nT)x (w,tk+nT)
N n=O

(60)

T-I .2JrW

where x(w,tk) =Lx(tk +m)/T
m

is the DFT at instant tk . In the instantaneous case,
n=O

both non-stationarity and different correlation delays could be used to obtain different
correlation matrices. In the convolutive case though, only non-stationarity diversity is
available as the colourness of the signals is already used in the frequency transform.
The set of K cross-power spectrum matrices {Rx ( w, k)}, k =1· .. K , can be obtained

from estimates using (60) at different times tk , k =1· .. K, so that the difference in

time between two estimates is always greater than the expected stationarity time (refer
to 1.2.5 for more considerations when using non-stationarity) If non-overlapping
consecutive blocks of data are used, note that the total amount of samples needed to
estimate all the cross-power spectrum matrices is NKT.

As commented, due to the symmetry in the frequency response of the real signals,
only half of the spectrum has relevant information. When the DFT of a sequence of T
samples is considered (T even) then the least T/2 -1 are redundant. Therefore only

the frequency bins w =1· .. T12 +1 are considered.

2.3. Algoritltm performance evaluation

The evaluation of the BSS algorithm in the convolutive case can be performed
similarly as in the instantaneous case (see section 1.3) where now not the square of
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the coefficients but the power of the global system filters are taken into consideration.
Therefore, the identification of the direct channels of G(w) is achieved by:

(61)

which maximizes the SIR for every output Yi (n). If the direct channels have a

permutation distribution, that is, the channel matrix C defined in (36) is a permutation
matrix, then BSS is achieved. The SIR can then be computed over the equivalent non
permuting global system Gnp(w) = C-1G(w) as:

IIGnp~(w)\ISi(W)12)
SIR = i=1 w=O

~ f.;~Gnp:<wl(ls/wll')
(62)

When the sources are available the expectations can easily be computed by averaging.
Ifno assumptions for the sources can be made or only a general evaluation of the SIR
produced by the obtained un-mixer is to be evaluated as in (61), the source terms can
be removed from the above expression.

2.4. Frequency bin scrambling or Global permutation
problem

Analyzing the cost function defined in (49) and (50) and its gradients, one can easily
realize that the simultaneous diagonalization procedure is here completely
independent for each frequency bin. Hence, the algorithm tries to perform at same
time T/2 +1 simultaneous diagonalizations as exposed in the instantaneous case, only

differing from the fact that the values are complex.

The permutation indeterminacy exposed in 1.1.2. may result on a serious problem in
the convolutive case. If the goal condition in (44) is translated into the frequency
domain

G(w) = W(w)A(w) = PD(w) (63)

it is clear that, although the permutation indeterminacy expressed by P is allowed and
inevitable, P needs to be unique for all frequency bins, a demand that the
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instantaneous simultaneous diagona1ization procedure cannot guarantee, due to this
independency along the frequency bins. Therefore it is expectable that the algorithm
described will not work properly because, even if the filter frequency coefficients are
properly computed, they may appear scrambled within the NsNx obtained filters.

The solution proposed by Parra and Spence in [6] is explained in 2.4.1. In 2.4.2
another altemative is proposed.

2.4.1. Smooth un-mixing filters enforcement

Parra and Spence propose to add an additional constraint to the un-mixing filters. At
every iteration step, the temporal filters Wen) are obtained by IDFT of the current

estimated W(w) , and only the first Q coefficients of each filter

Wi/en) =[Wi/(O) ... Wi/(T -1)J are kept, zeroing the other T-Q+1:

1 0

o

o ...

1

o

o

o

Then DFT is applied to the obtained W'(n) filters leading to smooth W(w)

estimates. This has to be understood as an averaging process in the frequency domain,
the sudden changes in the frequency response are not represented by the first Q

samples in the temporal domain, and therefore are eliminated.

The weak concept of smoothness can be expressed by:

where it is clear that the smoothness wants to reflect the speed of change of the un
mixing filters across the frequency spectrum.

The result of the applied constraint is that the coefficients in W(w) are no longer

independent among frequency bins. The greatest is the value of T/Q, the smoother

are the filters (Sm t) and larger is the neighborhood of frequency bins that a certain
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one is dependent on, which can be understood as an averaging in the frequency
domain. By constraining the algorithm and therefore establishing this dependency
between consecutive frequency bins, arbitrary permutations (frequency bin
scrambling) are expected to be avoided, as they would provide a sudden change in the
frequency response that would require too low values for 8m .

However, it has to be remarked that the smoothness enforced should be equal or lower
than the expected smoothness of the mixing system A(w) otherwise the algorithm

would not be able to reach the optimal un-mixing filters. This in practice means
selecting a large enough value for T, and the right ratio for T/Q.

2.4.2. Cascade processing

Another proposed solution to avoid the frequency scrambling effect is to select the
final estimated value of the un-mixing filters at frequency bin Wi' Wf(w), as initial

value Win(Wi+1) to run the algorithm for frequency bin wi+l' instead of estimating

simultaneously for all frequencies. This is achievable because the algorithm runs
independently for every frequency.

The reason for such procedure is that the permutation problem is due to the existence
of Ns! optimal solutions for the equation WAW H = I, for a certain matrix A, where

Ns is the number of rows of W ; and that in our model correspond to the number of

sources. These solutions are given by all the possible permutations in the rows of W.
The error function described in (50), can be decomposed in a sum of cost functions
for each frequency bin, equivalent to the instantaneous case as:

each having a total of Ns ! optimal minima, that we can denote by WOP/(Wi'P
j
),

i =1· .. T, j =1· .. Ns ! . It is known that if an appropriate step size is selected, then the

initial value Win (Wi) is crucial and almost determines which minimum of the cost

function is reached, therefore is also crucial in terms of the obtained permutation at
frequency bin W,. Somehow it can be said that this initial value is in a "certain

minimum's area of influence". Although this area of influence is completely
dependant on the error surface, one may expect to fall into the minimum WOP/(wi,Pm)

that accomplishes:
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If a sufficiently large value of T is selected, then any set of optimal un-mixing filters

are expected to be smooth enough so that IIWopt(wj,p) - W opt (wj+l'p)ll: is small

Vi, j , and more specifically,

is expected, a fact that is intuitively clear, but cannot be generalized. If the final

estimate value WI (Wi) is accurate enough, then IIWI (Wi) - Wopt (Wi' Pm )11: ~ 0 for a

certain permutation Pm and therefore there IS high probability that

IIW/(wJ-W OP/wi+l'Pm)ll: ~ IIW/(wj )-W OP/wi+l'p)II:, Vi,j, m;j:. j, and therefore

the same permutation m is expected to be obtained at frequency bin wj+! if

Win(Wi+!) == WI (wj) .

2.5. Simulated algorithm performance

The algorithm has been tested in a simulated environment to be able to analyze its
behavior in more idealistic conditions than in real acoustic mixtures, where many
factors can contribute to degrade the here studied performance, and that are later
listed. Therefore, a set of source cross-power spectrum diagonal matrices have been
generated, as well as minimum-phase low-order mixing filters to mix them. The
algorithm has been tested in the Ns = Nx = 2 case, which obliges to neglect the noise

due to the solvability conditions already exposed.

2.5.1 Simulation details

Considerations about how has been proceeded in these simulations as well as
important remarks about tests compliance with real situations are found below.

Generating the mixingfilters
The filters A(w) have been simulated by randomly generating a set of NI poles and

NI zeroes in the unit circle, to enforce stability, causality and minimum phase, so that

their inverses are also stable and causal. A low value for NI (low order) has been

usually chosen in the simulations, so that the filters satisfy a certain desired
smoothness, as pointed out in section 2.4.
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Generating the mixture cross-power spectrum matrices
The sources have been modeled by directly generating a set of diagonal matrices
{As (w, k)}, k =1· .. K , and w =1· .. T/2 +1 with values selected randomly in uniform

distribution in the range [0,1]. Afterwards, the mixtures cross-power spectrum
matrices have been generated by performing Rx(w,t) =A(w)As(w,t)AH (w).

Unconstrained mode and constrained mode
To evaluate the predicted global permuting problem and the effect that the temporal
constraint proposed in [6] can have on it, the algorithm has been tested by running
simultaneously and independently for each frequency bin, merely as it is described in
section 2.2.3, or by applying the proposed constrains in 2.4. This will show how the
algorithm solves the permutations that are expected to appear arbitrarily.

To evaluate which permutation has been achieved in each frequency bin, a similar
procedure with the same criterion as in the instantaneous case is used, although now
taking into consideration complex numbers. Therefore, for all frequency bins
wk ' k = 1···T/2 +1 the permutation distribution G(wk ) is checked as follows:

Gij(wk ) == GtD(wk )

otherwise

Ns 2

IIGnpii(wk )!
SIR(wk ) =""7

N
,.-'-;=::.o.I-----

IIIGnpij(wk )1
2

i=1 1'#-i

Comparison with the optimum solutions
To get a better grip on the performance of the algorithm, the final obtained un-mixing
system W(w) and global system G(w) can be compared with the optimal solutions,
which can be directly calculated from the generated mixing system A(w). Obviously,

Ns! optimal solutions exists, corresponding to the permutations of the columns of

A(w). Notice also that the arbitrary filtering indeterminacy is already fixed, due to

the constraint W (w) .. =1, i =1... N p , and therefore if the frequency scrambling effect
11 0

has been overcome by the algorithm (P is achieved to be unique), the optimal solution
for that specific permutation is also unique.

The optimal un-mixing filters Wopt(w) constrained to W(W)ii =1, i=I .. ·Ns are

obtained by:
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W~Pt,ij(W)
Wopt,ij(W) = W' .. ()' i=l···Ns ' j=l···Nx

Opt,1I W

where W~Pt(w) is the optimal unconstrained un-mixing system obtained from:

where A(wk,Pj ), j =l···Ns ! are all the possible mixing systems obtainable from the

permutation of the columns of the generated mixing system A(w).

Realperformance
As it has been commented, the simulated environment used to test the algorithm has
some remarkable differences from real world, where the conditions are definitely not
so favorable. These characteristics that should be taken into consideration are listed
below:

.:. Low complexity of the filters. All the tests have been performed with very
low order filters, with whom the algorithm more often manages to perform
well. This off course does not reflect the expected frequency responses of real
world environments.

•:. Stable, causal, minimum phase. These characteristics, enforced in our tests,
are not relevant from a frequency domain performance point of view, as the
procedure just tries to diagonalize a set of complex matrices for each
frequency bin, however, they are significant as impulse responses are aimed to
be obtained from the resultant un-mixing and global systems. Nevertheless,
when the smooth frequency response constraint is applied to the un-mixing
filters (see 2.4), explicit link between time and frequency domains is created

during the whole algorithm. In this case, the fact that the optimal un-mixer is
also stable and causal appears to be necessary, as temporal domain shaping has
been applied at each iteration (by shortening the length of the impulse
response). The effects of not satisfying these characteristics in the algorithm
remain to be studied.

•:. Absence of residual cross-correlation among sources. Despite the validness

of the source independency hypothesis, small residual cross-correlations
remain among the sources when cross-correlation matrices are estimated from
the sources, although they tent to decrease when larger amount of samples is

considered. Similarly happens with their cross-power spectrum. This
obviously biases the mixing or un-mixing system estimation. In our tests
though, the source cross-power spectrums are already enforced to be diagonal,
so this effect is not produced.
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.:. Absence of noise. In real world sensor noise is to be expected, as well as
possible underlying undesired sources. Obviously, this is also likely to degrade
the perfonnance of the algorithm.

2.5.2 Tests

Two successful tests are presented below. It should be noticed that not always proper
solutions are achieved. Due to the different parameters that need to be set up (step
size, T, ratio T/Q) it is difficult to decide either the algorithm does not manage to

solve some model configurations or the parameters are not properly tuned.

2.5.2.1. Test 1

A first test is presented, using very simple filters of order 2. Good perfonnance of the
algorithm using the smooth un-mixing filters constraint is achieved. The ratio that
enforces the smoothness of W (w) is set to T/ Q = 4

Alf(orithm parameters
Test I

Number of sources

Number ofRx matrices

Order of mixing filters

T

Q*

Step size

Number of iterations

2

12

2

64

16

1

10.000

* Q only used in constraining mode (enforcing short unmixing filters in time domain)

Filters, modeled sources and obtained mixtures.
In the figures below, the randomly generated mixing filters are represented both in the
frequency (only half of the spectrum) and time domains:
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fig.20. Frequency response and temporal representation ofthe randomly generated

stable, causal, minimum-phase mixing filters oforder 2

Notice that the selection of filters of order 2 results in very smooth filters in the
frequency domain. When the instantaneous case was studied, direct relation between
the normalized determinant of the mixing matrix and the performance of the
algorithm was found (see fig. 3.). Therefore, computing the absolute value of the
determinant of the mixing system A(w) along the frequency bins can be useful to

Idet(A(w))1
analyze the diagonalization procedure. A figure of 2 is shown below:

IIA(w)IIF

normalized detenninant of Ai,w)
0.25

/", \

0.2
/ \

/ \ /
0.15

~ ~ ~
/

0,1

/ \//
/

0,05 /
0
0 10 15 20 25 30 35

frequency bin

fig. 21. Absolute value ofthe normalized determinant ofthe mixing system A(w)

perfrequency bin

The average of the 12 simulated cross-power spectrum matrices -..!:.- IAs(w,k) as
K k=l

well as the average of the resulting mixture cross-power spectrum matrices

-..!:.- IRx(w,k) are represented in the following figures. Due to the methodology used
K k=l
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to generate the source cross-power spectrum matrices, the sources averaged spectrum
is almost flat. This is desirable given that lack of energy in certain frequency bands
would logically difficult the performance of the algorithm.

RX(1.2)(w)Rld1.1)(w)
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jig.22. Randomly generated source and mixture cross-power spectrum matrices

Optimal solutions
Once the mixing filters have been generated, the optimal solutions can be computed.
Given that we are modeling a two sources problem, two global permutation
configurations are possible. Both optimal configurations are represented below, the
left hand one representing P =I .

A,ideeIW,idelll <3(1,1)lW)._- A(Wil
Wlw) I

-G(w) 'LA"deo'W_"deo'O<....'.'''.,3

2

1 •

o ~"'--.-"--~-~-_.~
o 10 20 30

Aideal W,ideal G(1, 1)(w)

"'L:--A(.)",.)
II - G(w)

,
,
2 __ ~_._--- __ -- ~ _

o -------
o 10 20 30

A,ideal W,ideal G(1 ,2)(w)

"L,
,
,
2

o -- ..----.:-.~
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"I_j\~ "I

, ,
, ,://\. :L
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t
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A,ideal W,ideal G(2,1 )(w) A,ideal W,ideal G(2,2)(w)

jig.23. frequency responses ofthe mixing system, optimal un-mixing systems and resulting

global systems in the two possible permutations

Algorithm running in unconstrained mode
The algorithm is run in unconstrained mode under the parameters and model specified
above. After 10.000 iterations, an estimation of the un-mixing system is obtained.
When the resulting global system is computed, different permutations have obviously
appeared and proper source separation is obviously not achieved, as expected:
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jig.24. frequency responses ofthe mixing system and obtained un-mixing system and global system

when the algorithm runs unconstrained

Effectively, observing the shape of the global system G(w), the identity permutation

seems to be the predominant except from a neighborhood around frequency bin 20.

The following figure shows the achieved final SIR(w), from where it can clearly be

seen that the algorithm performs better in some frequencies than in others:

final inslantaneous SIR per bin
50 ,---------,------,-----,--------,--------,-------,-------,

45

40

35

30

iil
~ 25
(jj

20

15

°0:---------:,----------"10,--------:':15,---------c':20---2::'::5---3:":-0-----,J35

frequency bin

jig.25. Final obtained signal to interference ratio per frequency bin

when the algorithm runs unconstrained
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As expected, a relation between the final obtained SIR and the normalized

Idet (A(w))1
determinant is to be found. For low values of 2' the mixing system is

IIA(w)IIF
closer to be ill-conditioned, and usually lower values of SIR are achieved at that
frequencies. To illustrate the relation between the normalized determinant of the
mixing system, the final SIR obtained, and the resulting permutation obtained at each

Idet(A(w))1
frequency bin, a new figure is presented where 2 and SIR(w) have been

IIA(w)IIF
rescaled (the y-axis values are not representative), and the permutation is represented
by the following function:

Perm(w) =

1, if p=(~ ~J

-1, if P =(~ ~J
0, else

n.determinant of A(w) & permutation of G(w) & final SIR per bin
2

1.5

1 -

0.5

0-

-0.5

-1

-1.5 /

-2
0 5 10 15 20

frequency bin
25

.... .... ... permutation
~SIR

- det(A(W»

J
30

fig.26. Absolute value ofthe normalized determinant, final obtained signal to interference ratio and

final permutation ofthe global system per frequency bin when the algorithm runs unconstrained
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Effectively, we can observe the influence of the normalized determinant of A(w) in
the final value of SIR(w). This also may have an effect on the permutation obtained

at these frequency bins where the algorithm does not converge easily due to the lower
value for the normalized determinant. This new figure shows clearly the permutation

in a neighborhood around frequency bin 20, which has been already pointed out. A
small change of permutation appears also in the lowest frequencies.

Algorithm running in constrained mode. Forcing smooth unmixing
filters
Using exactly the same configuration, the algorithm has been run enforcing the un
mixing filters to be smooth in the frequency domain (short in the time domain) as

explained in 2.4.1. This constraint has solved the frequency bin scrambling problem.

After 10.000 iterations, the obtained un-mixing filters and the resulting global system
are:
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1 ,, ,
1 ,
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/ ,
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A,W,G(2,2)(w)
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.~-- '-,

1 "

O=~-~-~='-=---=--=--
o 10 20 30

fig.27 frequency responses ofthe mixing system and obtained un-mixing system and

global system when smooth un-mixingfilters are enforced

Effectively, the filters and global system appear to be very similar to the optimal
solution when P =I. If we represent both the obtained and optimal solutions in the
same figures, it can be realized that the solution reached is completely successful:
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fig.28 frequency responses comparison ofthe obtained un-mixing system and

global system and their optimum values when smooth un-mixingfilters are enforced

The final SIR(w) and the overall SIR evolution (the general signal to interference

ratio specified in (62», are:

25
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fig.29 Final obtained signal to interftrence ratio per frequency bin and overall signal

to interference ratio when smooth un-mixing filters are enforced

From the figure it can be extracted that the final overall SIR is SIRIF =::: 40dB , which

is a very high value compared to the values that are reported using these constrained
algorithm in [6]. Obviously, this is due to the very favorable conditions of this
synthetic environment, whose differences with real experiments have been already
mentioned. The following figure tries to relate again the normalized determinant, the
final SIR(w) and the permutation:
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fig. 30. Absolute value ofthe normalized determinant, final obtained signal to interference ratio and

final permutation ofthe global system per frequency bin when smooth un-mixing filters are enforced

Notice first of all that the global permutation has been solved. On the other hand, it is
not a surprise that the shape of SIR(w) is now smoother. As it has been exposed, the

imposed constraint makes the simultaneous diagonalization procedure at each
frequency bin dependent on its neighborhood, and therefore the evolution of a certain
frequency bin is now tight to the evolution of the contiguous frequencies.

The success of the algorithm is also perceptible from the obtained impulse responses
of the global system (right figure):
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mixingjilters are enforced

2.5.2.2. Test 2

A second successful test is presented briefly, using higher order filters than the
previous one, as well as a larger value for T and a smoothness ratio of T/Q =8.

Algorithm parameters

Test 1

Number of sources

Number ofRx matrices

Order of mixing filters

T

Q*

Step size

Number of iterations

2

12

6

256

32

1

20.000

* Q only used in constraining mode (enforcing short unmixing filters in time domain)

Filters, modeled sources and obtained mixtures.
The generated filters have now six poles and six zeros.
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fig. 32. Frequency response and temporal representation ofthe randomly generated

stable, causal, minimum-phase mixing filters oforder 6

Notice that the filters are now less smooth. However, the increase on the number of
frequency bins should still preserve enough the smoothness of the mixing filters so

that the constrained algorithm tracks the proper solution.

The optimal solutions for this mixing-system model, corresponding to the two

possible global permutations, are:
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fig. 33. frequency responses ofthe mixing system, optimal un-mixing systems and resulting

global systems in the two possible permutations

The following figures show the good performance of the algorithm using the smooth

un-mixing filters constrain. The figures on the left side show the performance of the
unconstrained algorithm, the ones on the right, when it is constrained:

Obtained W(w) and Global system G(w):
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when the algorithm runs unconstrained (left) or smooth un-mixing filters are enforced (right)

Normalized determinant, and SIR and permutation per frequency bin (remember the
functions have been rescaled for comparison):
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fig.35. Absolute value ofthe normalized determinant, final obtained signal to interference ratio and

final permutation ofthe global system per frequency bin when the algorithm runs unconstrained (left)

or smooth un-mixingfilters are enforced (right)

It has to be remarked that the final SIR(w) for the unconstrained case, has its top

values around 300 dB which in practice means perfect diagonalization. These values
are not achieved in the frequency bins with low value of the normalized determinant,
where the lowest achieved values are around 50 dB, which are still considerably high.
This shows the influence that how well determined is the mixing system can have on
the algorithm convergence speed. In the constrained case, the top values of SIR(w)

were around 65 dB.

In the constrained case, success is again achieved, and the permutation solved. The
evolution of the overall SIR (reaching values around 50 dB) when the constraint is
applied, as well as the comparison with the optimal solutions also show this success:
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Finally, the un-mixing filters and global system impulse responses are:
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fig. 38. Temporal representation ofthe obtained un-mixingfilters and global filters when smooth un

mixingfilters are enforced

Where it can be observed that the obtained global filters correspond to a successful
blind source separation.
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Conclusions
This work has pretended to show the performance of simultaneous diagonalization of
several correlation (instantaneous case) or cross-power spectrum (convolutive case)
matrices as a methodology to perform blind source separation, and special emphasis
has been put on the effectiveness of the temporal constraint proposed by Parra and
Spence in [6] in solving the permutation problem, which inherently appears when
convolutive mixtures are treated.

In the instantaneous case, the non-stationarity of the sources and the different
correlation delays have been shown to successfully supply two valid alternatives to
obtain the desired independent correlation matrices from the mixtures. The algorithm
performance and the achieved signal to interference ratio have been tested under
different conditions in a simulated environment, and the expected relation with the
determinant of the mixing matrix is shown. Finally the benefits of a pre-whitening
procedure have been made evident.

Afterwards, the application of the same simultaneous diagonalization approach on the
mixture cross-power spectrum matrices when the mixing process is modeled by a set
of filters has been addressed. This technique has the inherent inconvenience of mixing
the estimated filters among frequency bins, the already mentioned permutation
problem. Therefore the solution proposed by Parra and Spence in [6], consisting in a
shortening of the estimated un-mixing filters, has been studied and tested in a
simulated environment. The simulations aimed to supply a better understanding of the
proposed temporal constraint and its incidence in solving the permutation problem.
These simulations have shown that the permutation is most of the times solved when a
good choice of the involved algorithm parameters is made.

The tests performing the algorithm without any temporal constraint, and therefore
independently for each frequency bin, have shown that in the frequency bins where
the mixing system is ill-conditioned the algorithm convergence is severely slowed
down, and permutation is likely to appear. However, permutations can also appear in
frequency bins where the mixing system is well conditioned and the obtained final
signal to interference ratio is high. The temporal constraint, which can be understood
as an averaging process in the frequency domain, manages with considerable success
to resolve the permutations appeared in the ill-conditioned frequency bins, achieving a
better final signal to interference ratio per frequency bin, and also resolves the other
apparently arbitrary permutations.
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Other details are not included in this wok and remain to be studied, like the influence
of non-minimum phase mixing filters in the algorithm performance, or the
performance of the algorithm itself in real acoustic environments, where the
complexity of the filters is higher.
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A. Annex. Gradient derivations

A.I Instantaneous mixture

Derivation of the gradients for both the forward and backward models in the

instantaneous case are presented in this section.

A.I.I. Forward model

The forward model is specified by:

x(t) = As(t) +net) (A. 1)

Rx(t) == (x(t)xT(t)) = A(S(t)ST(t))AT+ (n(t)nT(t)) = AAsA
T+ An(t) (A.2)

And the cost function is defined by:

E(k) =Rx(k) - An(k) - AAs(k)AT

K

J =LIIE(k)ll~
k~l

(A.3)

(A.4)

being Rx (k) the measured cross-correlation matrix of the mixture signals at index k,

and A, An (k), As(k) are the unknown parameters to estimate.

We are therefore interested in obtaining the following three gradients:
8J 8J d8J--an
8A' 8As (k) 8An (k)

For the following gradient calculations, we should notice that

(A.S)

Gradient with respect to A:
Using (A.S) and (A. 16),
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We should then compute, using (A.3):

BE(k) =-~(AAs(k)AT)=_[ BA As (k)AT+AAs(k)BAT J=
BAij BAij BAij BAij

-(IyAs(k)AT+ AAs(k)I ji) = -(IijAs(k)AT+ (IijAs(k)ATt)

And thus, using (A.27),

BJ = 2I tr[ET(k) BE(k)] = -2Itr [ET(k)( IijAs(k)AT+(IijAs(k)ATt)J =
BAij k=! BAy k=!

-2t(tr[E
T

(k)IijAs(k)A
T

] +tr[E
T

(k)(IijAs(k)A
TtJ) =

K

-2I(tr[IijAs(k)ATET(k)] +tr[IijAs(k)ATE(k)]) =
k=!

-2t((As (k)ATE
T

(k) )Iji + (As (k)ATE(k) )Iji)

Finally, from (A.24),

From (A.3) and (A.31) we can see that E(k)is a symmetric matrix, and thus,

E(k) = ET(k), this simplifies the gradient expression leading to

(A.6)

Note that this forces using a symmetric estimator Rx(k) for the cross-correlation

matrix, which in practice is commonly done.

Gradient with respect to As(k)

Note that only the diagonal elements of As(k) need to be estimated. Using (A.5) and

(A. 16),
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BJ _ B (~IIE(k')112J _ B tr[ET(k)E(k)] _ 2tr[ET(k) BE(k) ]
BAs,ij(k) BAs,ii(k) f.:t BAS,jj(k) BAs,uCk)

We should then compute, using (A.3):

And thus, using (A.27),

Finally, from (A.24), and due to the fact we only update the diagonal elements of
A.(k) , keeping the off-diagonal elements set to 0,

From (A.30), we finally rearrange the expression to:

BJ = -2dia (ATE(k)A)
BAs(k) g

(A.7)

Gradient with respect to An(k)

Note that only the diagonal elements of An(k) need to be estimated. Using (A.3),

(A.5), (A.16) and (A.27)

BJ = B (tIIE(k 1)11
2I = B tr[ET(k)E(k)] =2tr[ET(k) BE(k) ] =

BAn ij(k) BAn ii(k) k'~l ) BAn uCk) BAn uCk)
J', ,

2tr [ET(k) (-Iii)] = -2tr [IjjE(k)] = -2Eii (k)

Finally, from (A.24), and due to the fact we only update the diagonal elements of An'

keeping the off-diagonal elements set to 0,

BJ = -2diag(E(k))
BAn(k)

(A.8)
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A.t.2. Backward model

The backward model is specified by:

set) = WAs(t)

(S(t)ST (t)) = W(Rx(t)-An(t))WT
(A9)

(A.IO)

where we try do diagonalize (S(t)ST (t)) for different k times under the non

stationarity hypothesis. Therefore, the following cost function is defined:

K

J =~]E(k)112
k=l

E(k)=W(Rx(k)-An(k))W
T

-As(k)

(All)

(AI2)

being Rx(k) the cross-correlation matrix of the mixture signals at time k, and W,

An(k), As(k) are the unknown parameters to estimate.

We are therefore interested in obtaining the following three gradients:
8J 8J d8J--an
8W' 8As(k) 8An(k)

Gradient with respect to W
Using (A5) and (AI6),

We should then compute, using (AI2):

8E(k) =_8_(W(Rx(k)-An(k))WT) =
8Wij 8Wij

(
8W (Rx(k)-An(k))WT +W(Rx(k)-An(k))8W

T
] =

8Wij 8Wij

(Iij (Rx(k) - An(k))WT+W(Rx(k)- An(k))1 ji) =

(Iij (Rx(k) - An(k) )W
T+(Iij (Rx(k) - An(k)) wTf)
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And thus, using (A.27),

8J = 2i>r[ET (k) 8E(k)] =
8Wij k=! 8Wij

2ttr[ET(k)(Iij(Rx(k)-An(k))W
T

+(Iij (Rx(k)-An(k))WTf)] =

2t(tr [E
T

(k)Iij (Rx(k) - An(k) )WTJ +tr [ E
T
(k)(Iij (Rx(k) - An(k) )WTf]) =

K

2I(tr [Iij (Rx(k) - An(k)) WTET(k) ] + tr[Iij (Rx(k) -An(k) )WTE(k)J) =
k=!

2t(((Rx(k) -An(k) )WTE
T
(k) )Iji +((Rx(k) - An(k) )WTE(k) )Iji)

Finally, from (A.24),

~ =2I(((Rx(k)-An(k) )WTET(k)f +((Rx(k)-An(k) )WTE(k)f) =
8W k=!

K

2I(E(k)W (Rx(k)- An(k))+ ET(k)W (Rx(k) - An(k)))
k=!

From (A.12) and (A.31) we can see that in the backward modelE(k)is also a

symmetric matrix, and thus E(k) =ET(k), simplifying the gradient expression to

(A.l3)

Note that this forces using a symmetric estimator Rx(k) for the cross-correlation

matrix.

Gradient with respect to As(k)

We only need to estimate the diagonal elements of As(k). Using (A.5), (A.l2),

(A. 16) and (A.27),

8J = 8 (tIIE(k1)112 J= 8 tr[ET(k)E(k)J=2tr[ET(k) 8E(k) ]=
8As1i (k) 8As1i (k) k=! 8Asii (k) 8As,,(k).,) .

= 2tr [E
T

(k) 8 (-As (k))] =2tr [E
T
(k)( -Iii)] =-2tr [IiiE(k)] =-2Eii (k)

8As,ii(k)
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Finally, from (A.24),

8J .
--=-2dzag(E(k))
8As (k)

(A. 14)

Gradient with respect to An (k)

Again, only the diagonal elements of An(k) need to be estimated. Using (A.5), (A. 12)

, (A.16) and (A.27),

8J = 8 (tIIE(k l)112
] = 8 tr[ET (k)E(k)]=2tr[ET (k) 8E(k) ]=

8An,u(k) 8An,uCk) k'=l 8An,ii(k) 8An,u(k)

2tr[E
T
(k{W a~~~,;~;) W

T J] =-2Ir[E
T
(k)WI"W

T
] ~ -2tr[I"W

T
E

T
(k)W] = _2(W

T
E

T
(k)1

Finally, from (A.24),

From (A.30), we finally rearrange the expression to:

(A.15)

A.1.3. Intermediate derivations

Being E = f(A), with E and A matrices, then

(A.16)

It can be shown by:
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where (A.26) has been used

A.2 Convolutive mixture

The convolutive backward model is specified by:

s(w,t) =W(w)A(w)s(w,t)

(s(W,t)SH (w,t)) =W(w)(Rx(w,t) - An(w,t)) W(W)H

(A.17)

(A.18)

where (s(W, t)SH (w, t)) is to be diagonalized for different k times under the non

stationarity hypothesis. Therefore, the following cost function is defined:

T K

J = IIIIE(w,k)112

w=! k=!

E(w,k) = W(w)(Rx(w,k)-An(w,k))W(W)H -As(w,k)

(A.19)

(A.20)

Rx(w,k) being the cross-power spectrum matrix of the mixture signals at time k, and

W(w) , An(w,k) , As(w,k) are the unknown parameters to estimate.

We are interested In obtaining the following three gradients:
8J 8J d 8J-------an

8W*(w)' 8A;(w,k) 8An*(w,k)

As already explained, for the following derivations, it is important to notice that in
any real valued function of a complex variable fez), z =a + j f3, when taking

derivatives with respect to the complex value of the variable (z*), the non-complex
occurrences z are considered as constants, and vice versa. Therefore,

8z* = 8z =0 8z* = 8z =I
8z 8z* '8z* 8z

(A.21)
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Gradient with respect to W*(w)

Using (A.5), and realizing from (A.20) that EH(w,k) = E(w,k):

a:!<W) ~ aw~(w) (~~IIE(W"k~112) ~t aw~(W) tr[E" (w,k)E(w,k) ] ~

Itr[8E
H
~w,k) E(w,k) +EH(w,k) 8E~W,k)]=2I tr[EH(w,k) 8E~W,k)]

k=1 8WIJ(w) Wij(w) k=1 WyCw)

We should then compute, using (A.20):

8E(w,k) = 8 (W(w)(R (w k)-A (w k))W(W)H) =
8W:(w) 8W:(w) x' n'

8
W(w)(Rx(w,k) - An(w,k)) * W(W)H =W(w)(Rx(w,k) - An(w,k))1 jl

8Wij(w)

And thus, using (A.27),

8J K [ 8E(w k)] K
* =2~:rr EH(w,k) * ' =2~:rr[EH(w,k)W(w)(Rx(w,k)-An(w,k))ljiJ=

8Wij(w) hI 8Wij(w) hI

K K

2Itr[IjIE(w,k)W(w)(Rx(w,k) - An(w,k)) ] =2I(E(w,k)W(w) (Rx(w,k) - An(w,k)) )Iij
k~ k~

Finally, from (A.24),

8J K
* =2IE(w,k)W(w)(Rx (w,k)- An(w,k))

8W (w) hI

Gradient with respect to A:(w,k)

We only need to estimate the diagonal elements of As(w,k). Using (A.5),
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8J _ 8 (~~IIE(' k')112
]_ 8 t [EH( k)E( k)J=

8A:,ii(W,k) - 8A:,u(w,k) ~~ w, - 8A:,ii(W,k) r w, w,

tr[8E.
H

(W,k) E(w,k)+EH(w,k) 8~(w,k) ]=
8As,u(w,k) 8As,ii(W,k)

From (A.20) and (A.2I),

8E
H

(w,k) = 8 (-AH (k)) =-1
8A' .. ( k) 8A'( k) s,ii ii

S,II W, S,II w,

8~(w,k) = • 8 (-As,u(k)) = 0
8As,ii(W,k) 8A s,ii(W,k)

leading to (A.27):

8J I• = -tr [liiE(w,k)] = (E(w,k)) ii
8As,ii(W,k)

Finally, from (A.24),

.8J = -diag(E(w,k))
8As (w,k)

Gradient with respect to A:(w,k)

Again, only the diagonal elements of An(k) need to be estimated. Using (A.5),

(A.22)

8J 8 (~~IIE( I k"112
] 8 [EH( k)E( k)J8A' .. ( k) = 8A' .. ( k) ~~ W,) = 8A' .. ( k) tr w, w, =

n,ll W, n,1I W, w -1 k =1 n,ll W,

tr[ 8E
H

(W,k) E(w,k)+EH(w,k) 8E(w,k) ] =
8A: ii(W,k) 8A: u(w,k), ,

From (A.20) and (A.21),
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leading to (A.27):

Finally, from (A.24),

.BJ =-diag[W(w)HE(w,k)W(w) ]
BAn(w,k)

A.3. Definitions

A.3.t Being J = f(A) a scalar function of a matrix A of size n x m, then

BJ BJ

(A.23)

BJ
=

BA
BJ BJ

(A.24)

where Aij is the lj'-th element of matrix A.

A.3.2. Being E=f(A), with E and A matrices, and being nxm the size ofE, let's

then define

BE
=

BEll
BAij

(A.25)

Note also that directly from the above definition:
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(A.26)

A.3.3 Define Ii) as the matrix with all elements set to 0 except the ij-th element which

value is set to 1.

Note that lu
T

= I Ji and that

A.3.4. Other properties

tr[AB] = tr[BA]

tr [A ] =tr [ AT]
diag(A) =diag(AT

)

For any given real matrices A and B, if matrix A
then C = BABT produces a symmetric matrix C

(A.31)

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)

(A.30)

IS symmetric,
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